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Light events calendar vs 
thinning liquidity conditions
This week’s economic calendar may have been light,
but that hasn’t been reflected in FX market
volatility. President Erdogan’s sacking of the CBRT
governor set the tone for markets before the start
of the week, with investors yearning for a flight to
safety which led to a stronger US dollar across the
board. Shortly after, news of a third wave of Covid-
19 in the eurozone added to the risk aversion in
markets with Germany and the Netherlands
extending and tightening lockdown measures as
cases climbed higher.

As icing on the cake, the blockage at the Suez canal spiked fears around oil supply, causing
crude prices to briefly rise. However, concerns of fresh waves of Covid-19 amid an
environment of climbing inventories put a cap on crude oil prices until next week’s OPEC+
meeting on Thursday, where the group is expected to roll over production cuts. Next week,
events look even lighter than this week’s, however, key headlines from the OPEC+ meeting
and February’s Nonfarm Payroll data may induce FX volatility as liquidity conditions thin.

Calendar
Monday – 29/03

The European Central Bank’s bond purchases under the Pandemic QE programme will be in
focus on Monday after the central bank pledged to ramp up purchases in order to fight the
rise in yields. Last week’s data already showed the ECB kept its promise as the central bank’s
net purchases of €20.2bn were a significant uptick from the previous week. Next week’s data
should continue to show elevated purchases as the ECB seems committed to combat the rise
in yields and keep financing conditions favourable. Beyond this, Monday marks the end of
the stay-at-home rule in the UK, meaning that 2 households or a maximum of 6 people from
different households can meet outside again.

Tuesday – 30/03

Inflation figures from Spain and Germany are on the agenda for 08:00 and 13:00 GMT, with
both expected to see an uptick following the increase in fuel prices. Increases in core inflation
figures will likely remain more limited as the upward pressure will be centred around oil,
especially following weaker prices at this time last year.



The consensus sees German inflation rising to 2.0% YoY, up from 1.6% previously. Inflation
readings after Tuesday will undoubtedly stay elevated as base effects will kick in more
aggressively in Q2, and markets will have a hard time distinguishing noise from signal. Euro
traders will focus on any surprises in the core inflation figure as the uptick in the headline
inflation is mostly priced in already.

Japan’s jobless rate at 00:30 GMT is set to remain largely unchanged, with the monthly
figure expected to increase from 2.9% in January to 3.0% in February. Risks are tilted to the
downside, as Japan’s state of emergency has been lifted since the February reading which
may have allowed for new jobs added to the labour market.

Wednesday – 31/03
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Although the figure is 
unlikely to deviate from 
the preliminary reading, 
GBP will take cues from 

this datapoint if it 
surprises expectations. 

Wednesday’s agenda is a busy one, starting with
UK final GDP figures at 07:00 GMT. UK house
price data for March will be released at 07:00
GMT as well, after prices rose unexpectedly in
February. With the government supporting first-
time buyers by offering mortgage guarantees,
house prices may continue to see tailwinds
although the risk of increased unemployment on
housing prices when furlough schemes come to
an end remains.

UK GDP

Between 07:45 and 10:00 GMT, French, Italian and euro-area inflation figures will be
released. Similar to Germany’s and Spain’s inflation, these readings are likely to see an uptick
in the headline figure due to increases in fuel prices whereas gains in the core figure may
remain more modest.

Markets turn to Canada’s MoM GDP figure from January at 13:30 GMT, with GDP likely to
see a rebound from December’s modest 0.1% increase following the increase in crude oil
prices. Any sharp uptick from last month’s reading should bode well for the Canadian dollar,
although markets will also carefully watch the blockage situation at the Suez canal.

Thursday – 01/04

Euro area final manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Indices will be released on Thursday
between 08:45 and 09:00 GMT after the preliminary numbers printed well above
expectations. Amid the risk averted climate earlier this week, the preliminary numbers failed
to excite the euro, but any upticks in the numbers may still provide some cues from euro
traders. Russia’s Q4 GDP data will be released at 17:00 GMT and is projected to come in at -
2.2% after Russian output performed better than many other economies like the eurozone or
UK in 2020 despite Russia’s reliance on crude oil markets and the crash in oil prices.



Russia’s lockdown was arguably less stringent than the Western European lockdowns,
allowing the economy to maintain more stability throughout the pandemic.

Nevertheless, commentary leaked throughout OPEC+ meetings often lead to some market
moves especially in petro currencies and currencies more susceptible to risk.

Friday – 02/04

Much of the Western world enjoys a long weekend starting on Good Friday, but US markets
remain open with several data points of note. Non-Farm Payrolls are on schedule for 13:30
GMT together with US unemployment figures. After last month’s NFP figure exceeded the
180K consensus by more than double the amount to 379K, the median of forecasts
submitted to Bloomberg sees 623K jobs added to the labour market in March. Yesterday’s
jobless claims in the US fell by more than expected, marking a new low of 684K since the
start of the pandemic and confirming the downtrend seen in the NFP forecasts as the
economy picks up steam.

Reflecting on FX price action in Q1
With next week’s data calendar light ahead of the Easter weekend, we take this moment to
look back on events that have played out in Q1 and shaped FX price action. Since the turn of
the year, markets have had to contend with earlier than expected vaccine distribution in
major economies and the challenges associated with it, additional fiscal stimulus packages in
the UK and US, the emergence of reflationary price action in fixed income markets, clarity on
central banks’ reaction functions, and an increase in political tensions. Overall, the dollar has
defied most analysts’ expectations of a broad structural decline, owing to the uncertain
economic backdrop that remains and expectations of a faster recovery in the US.

OPEC+ members will meet on Thursday to discuss the oil outlook, although 
markets don’t expect the production cuts to be tapered already. 
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Expanded majors returns vs
USD over Q1
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However, there have been notable exceptions to the rule, namely GBP and CAD. The
Canadian dollar has risen along with its US counterpart and then some for a number of
reasons. Firstly, with the US being Canada’s largest trading partner, an improvement in their
economic outlook has spilled over to fan expectations of a faster recovery in Canada also. On
top of this, a recovery in crude oil markets adds an additional tail wind to Canada’s trade
balance. Both dynamics have compounded substantial fiscal and monetary support measures
implemented since the onset of the pandemic and have resulted in expectations of earlier
normalisation by the Bank of Canada relative to the Federal Reserve (as pointed out in last
week’s week ahead).

The Bank of England also defied market expectations when it asked financial institutions to
ready the infrastructure for negative rates but stopped short of signalling they will be
implemented at February's meeting. While the pound currently faces some headwinds with
regards to maintaining the speed of vaccine distribution, its performance in Q1 shouldn’t be
looked at unfavourably despite GBPUSD sitting back below the 1.40 handle.

Beyond CAD, GBP and INR, broad dollar strength has remained the
dominant theme in FX markets

Currencies like AUD and NZD have struggled to continue gains seen throughout 2020 as their
respective central banks continue to push back on expectations of earlier policy
normalisation. Meanwhile, in Europe, signs of a building third wave are surfacing at a time
when vaccine distribution remains underwhelming. As EU leaders aim to fix this by imposing
some protectionist measures around domestically produced vaccines, the deteriorating
economic outlook is weighing on the single currency. Inside major EMs, price action has
largely been driven by movements in the US yield curve and political developments. The
Russian ruble has suffered losses in the latter part of the quarter due to the threat of
impending sanctions from the US. The currency’s losses add to fears of rising inflation after a
shock spike in CPI in February. This, along with firming economic activity, prompted the
Central Bank of Russia to raise rates by 25bps in March. The CBR’s decision follows that by
the Central Bank of Brazil, who also surprised expectations by hiking rates by 75bps - 25bps
higher than what most had anticipated.

The loonie has since enjoyed 
positive front-end real and nominal 
yield spreads, helping it buffer the 

broad wave of USD strength. 

Meanwhile, a similarly aggressive
vaccine rollout in the UK relative to the
US has helped sterling climb to and
hover around fresh 3-year highs in Q1.
Positive vaccine developments were
met with a tentative roadmap to
reopening and a bumper fiscal stimulus
package in the Spring budget.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/diverging-central-bank-policies-call-the-tune-for-fx-markets/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/get-ready-for-negative-rates-but-that-doesnt-mean-theyre-coming/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/sterling-unmoved-by-johnsons-roadmap-as-path-out-of-lockdown-is-still-mired-with-uncertainty/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/uk-budget-reactive-sunak-unveils-bumper-budget-but-markets-weary-that-someone-has-to-foot-the-bill/
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The move by the BCB is due to an expected temporary spike in inflation, which wouldn’t have
been aided by the substantial decline in the real over the course of Q1. The depreciation in
BRL was so significant that the BCB had to intervene by offering over $2.4bn in FX swaps in
just two days in the early part of March as the USDBRL rate climbed above the 5.8 handle. To
date, the moves by the BCB have calmed the pressure on the real somewhat, but Q1’s losses
remain substantial.

Rate hikes weren’t as welcome in all EM economies….

A wrap-up of Q1 cannot go without discussion of events in Turkey, which completely
unwound any progress made thus far. The lira was poised to complete Q1 as the best
performing currency in the expanded majors, trading over 3% higher upon close on March
19th. However, Governor Agbal’s decision to hike rates by 200bps that Thursday proved too
politically sensitive for President Erdogan, who then fired the central bank governor over the
weekend. Markets awoke on Monday to see the lira trading as much as 16% lower on the
day, before losses were capped at 8.19% on the day. Since the upheaval, newly appointed
Governor Kavcioglu has aimed to try and steady the ship. But with FX reserves empty,
external financing risks rising and the newly appointed governor holding similar unorthodox
monetary policy views to President Erdogan, that is high interest rates fuel high inflation, the
new trend for USDTRY is up. The question now is how much can the lira depreciate under
this new regime?

Despite the introduction of vaccines into the global economic landscape, volatility has not
subdued in FX markets. While this is visible in the magnitude of the FX returns over the
course of Q1, intraday swings remain relatively large relative to history.

Realised volatility in FX markets remains elevated despite the introduction of vaccines and
the reduction in uncertainty surrounding the virus

The question now is how much can the lira depreciate under this new regime?
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Vaccination race in Q1 leaves hope and challenges ahead
Q1 2021 marked the beginning of the worldwide vaccination campaign to overcome the
Covid-19 pandemic starting one year ago. As the world praises the groundbreaking vaccine
developments to fight this global challenge, the path ahead to full immunisation is still full of
obstacles. During the first quarter of the year, the vaccination race has shown clear leaders
and laggards, while presenting several challenges: confidence issues, protectionist measures
to vaccine distribution, new strains and infection waves, etc.

Moreover, differences across countries are substantial, with Israel having vaccinated over half
of its population already, whereas countries like Japan have covered a meagre 0.3% so far.
This significant divergence is potentially harmful as it takes coordinated global efforts to end
the pandemic without lasting economic restrictions. As investors evaluate prospects for the
global economy in the years ahead, these are the main takeaways to annotate from the
early vaccination stage:

1. The current pace of daily vaccinations is still underwhelming compared to the efforts
needed to curb the pandemic soon. At this rate, it would take 2.5 years to cover 75% of
the global population. However, an accelerated increase in vaccine distribution over Q1
shows that there's potential to speed up the progress in the following months. As
pharmaceutical companies ramp up production, countries improve vaccination logistics
and early results prove effective and safe, there's a lot more success to expect in Q2. In
our March chartbook, we estimate the potential levels of daily vaccinations for some
advanced economies, looking into the feasibility of current government plans.

By March 25th, more than 501 million doses were administered 
among 140 countries, at a pace of roughly 12.2 million per day. 
These efforts result in just 6.4% of the world population having 
received a vaccination, meaning it would take several years to 

achieve significant global immunity at the current pace.

The accelerating pace of global 
daily vaccination is promising
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https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/confidence-issues-challenge-improved-vaccination-prospects/
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2. Leading countries in the vaccination campaign already show a potential success in
curbing the pandemic. This result is critical for the outlook of herd immunity, especially
under the threat of new, less responsive strains. In Israel, the UK and the US, with over
54%, 23% and 20% people covered up to date, the curves of daily infections have fallen
sharply. In contrast, the European and Canadian experiences show daily infection rates
slightly rising, as vaccines have only covered 7% and 6% of the population.

LEADERS LAGGARDS
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The material
is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of
this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Europe Limited or
the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The
material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence
of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment
research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.
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